Performance of 2D 1H spectroscopic imaging of the brain: some practical considerations regarding the measurement procedure.
This paper deals with some of the practical considerations in the planning and performance of chemical shift imaging (MRSI or CSI) of the brain. It contains some aspects of 1) the imaging procedure (MRI), i.e., suggestions of an imaging protocol useful for the spectroscopic planning, 2) the planning of the spectroscopic volume, i.e., size and position, 3) evaluation and judgment of the preparation results, and 4) evaluation of the MRSI images. The paper also contains suggestions of developmental work and quality assessment to be done before patient studies are begun. Examples are given for MRSI studies of temporal lobe epilepsy. Several of the aspects described are obvious for the experienced spectroscopist but may be useful in the initiation of MRSI. The goal of this paper was to share our experiences of how to achieve high quality MRSI, experiences that we would had been grateful for in our prelude of MRSI experiments.